Dive Team Command Worksheet

OPERATIONAL MODE: RECOVERY

- Witness Statements
- ALS Equipment
- Rapid Intervention Kit at location
- Pre-Dive Medical
- Notification of SOC Chief and OPS Chief
- NO ONE in water without IC Approval
- Dive Supervisor ______________
- Primary Diver __________________
- Back-up Diver __________________
- Back-up Tender __________________

NO ONE IN WATER TILL ROLES ARE FILLED
- Dive Team Briefing and Objectives
- Only 20 minutes for each diver below surface
- Post dive vitals after each dive
- Rapid Field Neuro Exam
- Constant evaluation of personnel
- Incident evaluation by command & staff

Incident Benchmarks

- Scene Evaluation (Safety)
- Physical/Environmental evidence
- Thorough witness interview
- Establish Last Seen Point
- Risk/Benefit Analysis
- Tidal Flow
- Water Current

Additional Resources
- PIO
- Watercraft Operators
- Family Liaison
- Diving Logistics
- Call back off duty divers